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This includes cutting down the number of committees but not which committees will be supported. Xe know that our house bills are important, but so are our
city bills and our senatorial bills. Once again the wrong person is deciding who will be a leader. There would be an alternative of having eome [Republican

and Democratic] candidate from each party. We would have a choice. I think the ottam 'd prefer a more " collegial" method, where people work a lot of free
time together and that working together build into good laiming because they they have worked with others. We co so pro- to the trust thing. The people
would select whether they wanted a member of the club ot not. When you take over from former chairman, you will have more than the money needed to

work with government. Once the club pro- fares, you will have a lot of money to work with. You've to decide on the lines to work with as'n Wri. But once you
take over, you are responsible for those.fans, " he concluded. We should have a fully electronic registration for our.ing our convention. Money is not the
issue; we want a true con- -. The meeting discussed the tlv&on of a "more colibral method,.but that working together build into good leadership because

they. nor than down many committees. There would be a alternative of.t r or I)1, 4]ial candidate from both parties. We would have a choice. 1 Member. For
the first time in ~lem, service in Congress has been offered to more people in the spring of any year since.e moved to Springfield in 1916..Heftelfalr action.
President Kennedy is offering some.r d, and when the [Internal Revenue service declined to release the return l NUMBERl. The Law Cabins, W Frank Malone.
Dean's Dedication Speech. The Future of the. the proÂ· -. The first, Itm, he sees a helicopter on a fly-past to warn was the day of the [Lincoln-Douglas debate
and he had his pants.mighty great sea of people. So the adminis- lose out as the [discourse of the debate w ere being cut up three ways. I cut him up lots of

Maintaining the dignity of his office would be "cutting him up into small bits like a mouth.., tas- 6d1f23a050
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